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Decision re: Tidewater Protective Services Inc.; by Robert F.
Keller, Deputy Comptroller General.

Issue Area: Federal Procurement of Goods and Servties:
Reaaonableness of Prices Under Negotiated Contracts and
Subcontracts (1904).

Contact: Office of the General Counsel: Procurement Law It.
Budget Function: National Defense: Department of Defeitse -

gProcurement C Contracts (058).
Organizaticn concerned: Department of the Air Porce.
Authority: Armed Service's Procurement Act of 1947 (10 U.S. C.

137). 10 U.S.C. 230U'(a) (10); A.S.P.R. .3-210,2. A.S'P.R.
1-903. B-181265 (1974). B-180669 (1974). B-186233 (1976). 53
Comp. Gen. 270. 55 Comp. Gen. 374. 55 Coupo Gen. 693.

,It The Department of the Air Force requested
reconsideration oi a decision holding the Alr Force had not
justified the use of negotiation in lie' of formal sadvertising
for hospital aseptic management sertiiceu. Pr oar decision was
,odified as Air Porce's needs could be satisfied only by best
service available, and adequate specification describing the
ser' *ces needed could not be prepared for formal advertising.
(SS)
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MATTEFt OF: Tidewater Protective Services, Inc., and Others--
Reconsideration

DICGEST:

Prior decision holding Air Force to be without authority to
negotiate contracts for "desired" high level of hospital
aseptic management services is modified in view of record
reasonably establishiiig that Air Force's minimum needs
can be satisfied only by best service available and that Air
Force cannot prepare adequate specification describing that
service so as to permit competition under formal advertising
procedures.

The Department of the Air Force requests reconsideration of
Iourde'cision in tle matter of Tidewiter:ProtectiveLServices, Inc.,
and Others,; '-185233, December 3, 1976, 56 Comp Gen._
'7rrrrm462, in which we held that the Air Force had not
sufficiently justified the use of negotiation in lieu of formal adver-
tising to satisfy its requirements for hospital aseptic management
services (HAMS).

|as ,The HAMS, procurement4ovred'14 Air Fcrce hospitalsand
as~for jeneiril'housekeeping services such as fibor maintenance,X, , I, ,, * .' ' it j-. , -- 

vacuuming, ,wall and window cleaiing, and curtifn cleaning, along
with more m'anagement-oriented services including training of em-
ployees in infecti6ns control, establishing written procedure5 to
guide personniel in providing a hygieniic environment, and estab-
lishing a quality control program. The specific housekeeping tasks
were described in detailed specifications; the management-oriented
services were described in more general terms.

-n
TThe procurement was neg6tiated under 10 U. S. C. 2304(a)(lO)

(1970) which provrides for negotiation of contracts for .'property or
servipes for which it is impracticable to obtain competition." The
Determin*tiioniaid Finidings (D&F) supporting the negotiation pro-
cedure stated that "negotiation * * * is necessaryh 'toinsure effective
control of mnicro-6rganis growt ** *. The control of micro-
organism in hosipital critical &reas ** * is of the utmost importance
in order to optimize a healthful and safe patient environment and
to insure continued accreditation * * *. The technical specifica-
tion is not sufficiently detailed to permit formal advertised biddi.g."
The Air Force further explained to us that HAMS procurements had
been advertised at one point, but that approach "proved to" be totally
unsatisfactory" because "a comprehensive technical evaluation,"
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rather than a pre-award survey, was necessary to insure that
Air Force needs would be met. This evaluatiort, we were in-
formed, was to concern itself primarily with the management-
oriented services regarded by the Air Force as necessary to
Insure that the minimum needs of HAMS would be satisfied.
Further, the Air Force reported, since various' commercial firms
each had their own management techniques and.programs, any
attempt by the Air Force to specify a particular technique or
program would have the effect of reducing competition.

We held that, on the record before us, the Air Force had not
made a persuasive case for treating the HAMS procurement as
coming within the exception of 10 U. S. C. 2304(a)(l0) from the
statutory requirement for formal advertising. We pointed out that
(1) the impossibility of drafting specifications regarding "coordina-
tion of work tasks, " one of the manage'ment functions referred to
by the Air Force, was "not a reason sufficient to justify n&gotiation"
since that effort "is geneitay rquifred w'itho6iispecificati"n";' (2)
the Air Force, in-any event, had admitted it could deielop a it
specification, "thereby negatiingahy claim that-it is 'iihnposdible"'
to do so; (3) the fact Lhat cObipetitiohmiflQht theoretically be lessened
"by use of adequate specificatidns" 'did nac justify negotiation "since
it seems'6,that a basic specifivdation listiiig fundamental needs could
be developed without unduly limiting competition"; and (4) the,
difficulties reportedly encountered byfhe Air Forcewhen usin'g
formal advertising seemed to be "linked .* * * with what it felt'Jwas
a lower level of quality of service than'that considered desirable,"
but that the statute does not permit the use of negotiation urice>r ituc'l
circumstances to secure a higher level of service. See Nationwide
Building Maintenance, Inc., 55 Comp, Ge:t. 693 (19OU37 rc-IPfl
71.

In requesting reconsideration, the AJrForce states that we mad.|
an error in emphasis in concluding that negt•iation was not justified
because it was not imposdible for the Air Force to draft specifica-
tlons. What' must eWconsidered,r acording to'thieAir Force, is
whether it is impossible to draft "deuate speciiicatitis, as provided
by Armed S6rvices Procurement RXejgutiaon (ASPR) S 3-210. 2 (1976 ed.)
which implements 10 U. S. C, 2304(a)(10). The Airs Force states that
it cannot draft adequate specifications because its :ninimum needs can
be satisfied only by a management effort that cannot Lie defined in
advance. For example, the Air Force reports:

1* * * provision of hospital aseptic management
services (HAMS) is a highly specialized service
effort. Furthermore, there is no simple or
basic definition of what constitutes such services. * * *
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"There is 'no docurndhtqd direct correlation
between the incidence o0 * * * infection and
the level of pathogenic micro-organisms in
the hospital environment. Therefore, the
Air Force * * * cannot in terms of micro-
organism counwt s ip'er a given area define an
acceptable level of asepsis *'+ *. The most
aseptic environment obtainable at a reason-
able price is the minimum need of the
Government. * **

* ** the management methodologies,
developed by private industry for the pro-
vision of these services are unique and may
be proprietary to the respective comnpanies.
These methodologies, which change and
develop with experience, ate essentiallf what
is being purchased in HAMS procurement,
Each company's methodology is unlkown to
the Air Force, in detail, prior to negotiation.

"Therefore, the preparation of stanndard
detailed specifications would nmerely re-
stridt' coniketition- * ** but would iSalso prevent
obtaining the minimum Government requ'ire-
ment'for the most current and advanced.,
aseptic management services comnmerci aily
available at a reasonable prfce. It is reason-
able to assume that * -, management which
prviides hot only for friiniig, Orocedures"and
quality control but alco provides- a cmipilete
overall dbmpany management system will
provide the minimum requirements of the
Government.

"2Quality control in a hospital -&&tkronment cannot
be accom"plish6d by only a visiul ihspection as it
can be fdr regular janitorial serviizesI Tojap'pear
to be clieain'Is not sufficient taor'±tjs the hospital's
responsibility to mnaihtain an as2ptic environment.
The company's quality control program must assure
the aseptic environment. Part of this program
requires not only locally jPirforrried inspections but
also requires a company's management system
that is structured to support the local personnel
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in identifying and correcting deficiencies. This
must be accomp'lished prior to the aseptic en-
vlronment being endangered.

"Air For6e hospitali.are a small segment of the
universe of hospitals services by the hAMS in-
dustry.. Standardization of management approaches,
with'precise and detailed specifications, would
prevent the Air Force's ability to exploit continuing
improvement in the management techniques of
hospital aseptic services.

The Air Force further explains its position as follows:

" * * * The Air Force cannot draft adequate
specific'aions because'the services to be procured,
the m'ajnagement function of hospital aseptic services,
are incapable of precisi definition or adequate
description. Management sciefce is, an, abstract
discipline; it doas not lenid itself to quantification in
specification format. The practice, of management
science requires flexibility and judgment and cannot
be effectively accomplished through 'pat' predeter-
mined solutions. in fact, it would be izipossible to
define by specifiscition' all conceivable management
situations requiring action. The dynamics 'of the
management services required in HAMS falls within
this abstract realm as opposed to a concrete, task
only oriented requirement.

"The HAMS requirement dramatically differ`ifrom
normal janitorial services. The essence of HAMS is
a managemzrent service, not the mzeire'furnishing of a
labor force or 'elbow grease. ' 'Negotiatiodnrkffords
the Air Force, through evaluation of technical pro-.
posals, the opportunity to examine an offeriorsAiunider-
standing of the technical requirement and the &Lapdbility
of his management system to accomplish performance
of the requirement. The offeror's management system
is extremely important in that the requirement itself
is for a management service. The management system
must be capable of maintkiriing currency with the
state-of-the-art and providing specific technical support
to the on-site delivery of the service.
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"It must be remembered that what is being procured
by this solicitfiti6h is not only the physical labor in-
volved with cleaning a hospital, but rather the manage-
ment planning, controlling, directing and coordinating
functions (including quality control and training);
encompassed by the role of the, manager of aseptic
services. For the first time the cleaning of critical
care areas such as operating rooms will be accomplished
by contract personnel. Assuring asepsis conditions
in critical care areas is the function of management.
That management function is the heart of this procure-
ment.

"Management in the context of hospital aseptic
management services is a constantly changing function.
The management function requires constant attention
to the' ever changing art of aseptic'procedures and
coordination and direction of training, piocedures, and
quaifty control systems. Management methodology,
the process of management which is critical to
performance of the management function, is almost as
diverse as the numn,.er of potential sources. In addition,
not only is management methodology f66methixig that is
unique to each management service, but the adequacy
of management methodolo3y, the actual minimum need
of the Air Force, -,IaYnbtt be insiured through the
unyielding iinpositi6n of 6bjective•procedures which is
the essence of/in 'advertised' jprocurement, The
adequacy of management methodology in this procurement
can only be assessed by the application of subjective
analysis to the offerors' proposals. This is the essence
of a 'negotiated' procurement.

"Simply p"ujt, the key point to be grasped in this entire
reconsideration is that the Air Force cannot adequately
define the function of management in the present pro-
curemit., If it could do so by ta'sk description, as-it
admiftedly canfor janitorial servii'es, then this battle
would need not be fought. The eltmental fact1 however,
is that the Air Force cannot definitive the meth6dol6oy
of managkerient nece'sary in this instance for accomplish-
ment of th&, Air Force's minimum nee4ds. The function is
a cerebral'iunction, a process of intensive coordination
and direction, a process which requires a high degree of
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flexibility in orfier tb achieve its goal. To require that
the function be ilefinitized as a collection of physical
acts (similar to janitorial services) is to destroy the
possibility of achieyement of that very item the Air Force
requires, the flexibility and freedom inher~ent in the con-
cept of effective, efficient and successful management. "

The heart of this Air Force position, it appears, is twofold.
First, under the HAMS program, it is essentially buying manage-
ment services, and the physical custodial tasks to be performed
under the contract are ancillary to those management services.
Second, the management services to be procured cannot be
adequately described in a specification so as to permit full and free
competition under formal advertising procedures.

In originally considering this menter, it was our view that the D&F,
along with thle amplifying Air Force statements contained in the record,
did not establish that the Air Force was purchasingrfiani&memnt
services. Rather, it appeared that the Air Force wais uying janih .,
torial services, and that the management-oriented tasks to Which the
solicitation referred were an inherent part of providing those janitorial
services. Thus, we felt that the detailed specifications covering the
housekeeping tasks, when combined with indications in the record that
the Air Force could specify what it wanted in the way of management,
mandated the conclusion that the determination that the "proposed
contract is for services for which it is impracticable to obtain com-
petition by formal advertising" was "not rationally founded."

We think it is axiomatic that management is an inherent and often
essential part of any procurement contract. What is usually being
purchased, however, is notrmanagement itself, but rather the goods
or services that management can provide. For that reason, manage-
ment in most cases is a responidibility matter--that is, it is a basic
consideration in a deterrninatiotas to wheiher a prospective contrac-
tor has 'the capacity, tenaciity and' perseverance to adequately perform
the contract. See Distr'ict-2, Marine Ei{eineers Beneficial Association--
Associated Maritime Officers, AFL-CIO, B-181265, November 27,
1974, 74-2 CPD H98; lydromatics International Corporation, B-180669,
July 29, 1974, 74-2 C_6; see generally ASPR S 1-903.

For this reason, we think any assertion by a procuring agency
that it must purchase management services apart from the basic
product or services sought must be subject to close scrutiny, since
it is apparent that an agency could attempt to justify negotiation in
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lieu of formal advertising merely by recitinhg the need to pto'ure
management services for which adequate specifications cannot be
drafted even when a relatively uncomplicated product oi hasic
service is being procured. We agree with the Air Force's pot ition
that its HAMS needs can be satisfied by a particularly effective man-
agement on the part of its HAMIS contractors. However, we do not
agree that the Air Force is actually "purchasing" management
services in this regard.

Nonetheless, upon reconsidering this entire matter, and
particularly in viewv of the Air Force's statement that its minimum
needs can be satisfied in this area only by the best available services,
we believe the Air Force could properly justify negotiating for its
HAMS requirements.

As we pointed out in our prior decision, it is clear from the
legislative history of the Armed Services Procuirement Act of 1947
(10 U. S. C. chapter 137) that Congress did not intend to allow agencies
to negotiate contracts in order to obtain a particular quality of
supplies or services when a lesser level of quality would satisfy the
GoVernment's needs, and the record on which that'decision was based
suggeited that the Air Force was set king a desired, "higher level
of quality service *** than that thought obtainable under*** formal
advertising * * *." We think the Air Force has now made it clear
that the qualityof service it seeks is not merely "desired" but is that
actually'demanded by its minimiumi needs. Of course, an agency's
determination of its minimum heeds is not subject to objection by this
Office absent bad faith or arbitrary actibn, Julie Research.Laboratories,
Inc.A 55 Comp. Gen. 374 (1975), 751i2 CPD232; 53Comp. Lien. 270
ITf),., The record now before us affords us no basis for finding
bad'faith or arbitrary action on the&part of the Air Force. Its state-
ments to the effect that crucial heaith concerns, with possible life
and death consequences, are involved, with the result that the Air
Force's minimum needs can be satisfied only by the best available
service that will bring about the highest possible aseptic environment,
are not contradicted by anything in the record and appear to be reason-
able under the circumstances.

Neiter can we diij'ree with the Air Force's conclusion that it
l'cannot prepare an adequate specificition deloribing those minimum

. > needs. We think the Air Force hasreasonably established that its
view of the best available services will depend extensively on manage-
ment techniques and approaches and that it cannot describe those
techniques and approaches in sufficient detail to permit competition
under formal advertising.
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Therefore, we now conclude that the Air Force may negotiate
its HAMS procurements without rusining afoul of the Armed Services
Procurement Act. Accordingly, our prior decision is modified to the
extent that it holds the Air Force to be without authority to negotiate
the HAMS procurement and recommends against the exercise of con-
tract options. However, we believe that the original D&F utilized by
the Air Force to justify negotiation should be revised to reflect in
appror1 Aate detail why it is impracticable to formally advertise.

Deputy Comptr o&I4 teneral
of the United States
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